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Abstract
Background 
and Study Aim

The aim of this study was to examine the effects of different training programs on the improvement of 
motoric and swimming performance prepubescent swimmers. 

Material and 
Methods

Forty-five children between the ages of 9 -11 years with at least 2 years of training experiences, participated 
in the study. Three different [(1) dry-land with elastic resistance band group + swimming (ERB); (2) dry-land 
without elastic resistance band (DL) + swimming and (3) swimming group (SG) with swimming training 
alone] training group were formed. And a 12-week training program was implemented thought the 
study. Biceps, chest, waist, hip, thigh body circumference measurements were taken from all participants. 
Vertical jump (VJ), flexed-arm strength (FAS), speed, upper body strength (UBS), Standing horizontal jump 
(SHJ), flexibility, aerobic endurance (AE), balance, and 50 m freestyle swimming (FS) score were tested on 
the participants. As statistical analysis, normality and homogeneity of variance assumption were checked 
(Shapiro-Wilk and Levene tests, respectively). A non-normal distribution was found. The values of each 
variable were expressed as mean ± standard deviation, and median. The training effects within the groups 
were evaluated using analyses of Friedman for repeated measures and the level of significance was set at 
p<0.05 for all tests. 

Results There was a significant difference in SHJ, UBS, FAS, speed, and FS score among the assessment times 1-3 
and 1-4 in both of ERB and DL training groups (p<0.05). ERB and DL training were significantly effective 
compared to the SG on VJ, FAS, speed, UBS, and freestyle swimming performance (p<0.05). 

Conclusions: The study findings showed that DL training more effected relatively on motoric performance. 
Keywords: children, athletes, freestyle, dry-land training, elastic band.

Introduction1

In most sports, strength and conditioning training 
regimes are required to enhance performance and prevent 
injuries. Swimming is a complex sport that requires 
multifactorial training involving endurance, strength, 
power, speed, agility, and anthropometrics. Many studies 
reported that the effectiveness of these components on 
swimming performance was clear [1-4]. 

Scientists and coaches report that swimming training 
should consist of both dry-land and in-water sessions. 
Therefore, the researchers focused on not only in-water 
training, but also on dry-land training, evincing its 
contribution to a better swimming performance [3, 5-7]. 
In order to enhance the physical condition, resistance 
training is an important component of the training 
program. Following resistance training increase arm 
strength lead to in higher maximum stroke force, and also 
improved sprint swim performance [8-10]. 

However, some resistance training models, including 
using free weights or resistance-training machines which 
may have certain risks such as injury, so they may not be 
suitable particularly for childhood. American Academy 
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of Pediatrics has supported to avoid resistance training 
such as powerlifting, bodybuilding, and maximal lifts 
for preadolescents and adolescents until reach physical 
and skeletal maturity [11]. In addition to this, every kind 
of resistance training may not be similar effect on the 
conditioning components, including strength, power etc. 
A study from Cuenca-Fernández et al [12] reported that 
semi-tethered loaded swimming training showed to be 
sensitive on improving swimmer’s technique rather than 
increasing physical conditioning. Some studies reported 
that resistance training would not be the main reason for 
in itself; either the load was not suitable or the lifting 
technique caused negative results [11, 13]. Therefore, the 
diversities in resistance training regimes may provide both 
the age requirements and multi-functional improvement 
for young athletes. Elastic resistance band training, a 
technique commonly used in rehabilitation, provides 
a safe and effective progressive overload technique, 
applicable for people of all ages [14]. 

Besides, elastic resistance band is types of equipment 
that are relatively inexpensive, easy to use, portable 
and safe, thus widely used. It provides advantages with 
respect to training with free weights or weight machine 
in rehabilitative medicine [15]. Several studies have 
investigated the effects of elastic band training on 
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performance and healthy life on different groups including 
athlete, [16-18] patients [19],  postmenopausal women, 
and the elderly [20]. The studies in the literature, there 
was a lack of research about the effects of ERB training 
on swimming performance in prepubescent swimmers.

Although there were many resistance training 
methods implemented, there is a limited knowledge as 
to whichever methods are better to enhance the multi-
functional performance improvements that affected 
swimming performance. For this reason, it would be 
of a great worth for the coaches to have a resource of 
more beneficial resistance training protocols. It may 
be presented to the information on how it influences 
swimming performance on prepubescent swimmers. In 
this study, dry-land training consisted of two different 
practices including (a) resistance training with self-body 
weight and medicine ball and (b) only elastic resistance 
band. Therefore, the main purpose of the current study 
was (i) to compare the effects of twelve weeks of the 
dry-land training and in-water training, (ii) to assess 
the efficacy of resistance training with using self-body 
weight and medicine ball (DL training) and the elastic 
resistance band (ERB training) for improvement motoric 
and swimming performance in prepubescent swimmers. 

Materials and Methods
Participants 
Forty-five prepubescent swimmers (boys: n=23; girls: 

n=22, the range of age 9-11 year), who have at least 2-year 
sport experience and free from injuries or health problems, 
participated in this study. Before of the study, to determine 
the homogeneity for all groups, physical performances 
test and circumferences measurements were performed 
for all participants. Then according to statically analyzes 
the results there was no found significant differences 
in variables, including VJ, FAS, speed, UBS, FS score, 
SHJ, flexibility, endurance, balance, biceps, chest, waist, 
hip, thigh. Power analyzes test was applied to determine 
the sample size using for each of the variables. As based 
on the power analyzed results, it was determined the 
group size using highest sample size taken from the 
power analyzed. In addition, the participants did not 
engage to another sports, engaged to just swimming. The 
participants were randomly divided into the three groups: 
elastic resistance band group (boys: n=8; girls: n=7), dry-
land resistance training group without elastic band (boys: 
n=6; girls: n=9), and swimming group (boys: n=9; girls 
n=6). Tanner stage test was performed by the physician 
to determine whether the participants entered adolescence 
or not. As a criterion for the tanner stage, it was taken 
breast development for female and, external genitalia for 
male [21]. As a result of the stage test, it was determined 
that there were no participants who entered the adolescent 
stage. The written informed consent form was signed by 
the parents, because the participants were under 18 years 
of age. The study was conducted by the ethics committee 
of Hitit University, with the Declaration of Helsinki for 
research involving human participants (Decision no: 
2018-12).

Design and Procedures
In this study, ERB and DL groups were named as the 

experimental groups; the control group was named as the 
swimming group. All measurements were carried out for 
all variables in each of measurement time by the expert 
practitioner. The assessments were carried out four times 
during the study: at the beginning of the study (1), and after 
four (2), eight (3) and twelve-week of the training session 
(4). The start of the study, the implemented equipment 
and procedures were familiarized to the participants. 
The measurements consisted of the anthropometric and 
performance tests, including motoric components and 
swimming performance performed in each of the four 
evaluation times. During the study, the participants 
were not involved in any other training program. The 
participants were instructed not to exercise for at least 
24 hours and not to eat for at least three hours before 
the performance analysis. The performance analysis 
followed systematic order without affecting results and 
started with a 10-min warm-up performed by all subjects. 
The measurements performance analyze were designed 
according to the criterias including used energy systems, 
muscle groups, and recovery duration.

Training protocol
As remarked in the section of the participants, the 

study groups were separated as the elastic resistance band 
group, the dry-land resistance training group without the 
elastic band, and the swimming group. Different venues 
were used to the training for each group. The ERB and 
DL training sessions (3 sessions per week of 30 minutes 
each), before in-water training took part in addition to 
regular swimming training sessions. The swimming 
training program with 60 minutes was performed as the 
common training program for experimental groups. Each 
training session lasted 90 minutes (DL and ERB training: 
30 minutes, and the swimming training: 60 minutes; the 
swimming training lasted 90 minute for the SG). Different 
color bands, including yellow, red, green, blue, were 
used in ERB training based on the resistance intensity 
from mild to hard respectively. In the 3rd set, when 15 
repetitions were reached, an upper colored band was used 
in the next training session. The components such as; the 
same body parts, set, repeat, and training volume in the 
selection of exercise- according to the training protocols 
to provide the equivalent between trainings- were taken 
into account [22]. The detailed information about the DL 
and ERB training protocols were presented in Table 1.

Assessment
Test procedures were explained and demonstrated 

to the participants before each of the tests. All the tests 
were performed at the same time of the day to avoid 
any effect of circadian rhythms. Experimental groups 
and the SG were evaluated at the same moment in the 
procedures schedule in preliminary, after 4, 8, 12 weeks. 
In measurements of VJ, SHJ, UBS, FAS, balance, it was 
given 2-min rest interval between each of the 3 trial and 
recorded the best score. In measurement of speed, 3-min 
rest interval was given between each of the 3 trial, and the 
best scores were recorded. In measurement of flexibility, 
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30 second rest interval was given between each of the 3 
trial, the best score was recorded to analysis. The subject 
waited at least 2 seconds at maximum reached distance. 
In Swimming performance, all subjects completed three 
50 m free style swimming trials with a 15 min rest period 
between the trials. The performance analyses were 
completed including: which included SHJ, and VJ tests 
to measure explosive power, the UBS test was measured 
with throwing medicine ball, the FAS test was used to 
measure static arm strength endurance, the sit and reach 
test (S&R) was used to measure hamstrings and lumbar 
spine flexibility; the cooper test (covered distance during 
9 minute) was to measure AE, 30 m speed test was used to 
measure acceleration and speed, the flamingo test (count 
the number of falls in one minute of balancing) was used 
to measure the ability to balance successfully on a leg, 
were completed [23].

Anthropometric data included five body circumferences 
such as biceps flexion, chest, waist, hip, thigh. Besides, 
the weight was determined within 0.1 kg for each 
subject using an electronic scale calibrated before each 
measurement session (Seca 664, Hamburg, Germany). The 
height was determined using a fixed wall-scale measuring 
device to the nearest 0.1 cm. The measurements were 
obtained using a Holtain anthropometric set by the expert 
practitioner according to the techniques recommended by 
Miller [23]. Skinfold thickness (mm) was measured at 
three identified anatomical landmark sites, including the 

chest, the abdomen, and the thighs for boys and the triceps,  
the suprailium, and the thighs for girls, using a Holtain 
caliper. The Body fat (BF) percentage for boys and girls 
was calculated by using Jackson-Pollock equation [24].

Statistical Analyses
Normality and homogeneity of variance assumption 

were checked (Shapiro-Wilk and Levene tests, 
respectively), and a non-normal distribution was found. 
Non-parametric tests were conducted. The values 
of each variable were expressed as mean ± standard 
deviation, and median. The training effects within the 
groups were evaluated using analyses of Friedman for 
repeated measures. Following the Friedman test, Post hoc 
analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted 
with a Bonferroni correction applied in order to find out 
which groups (time point) caused the differences. All the 
analyses were performed with SPSS (version 22.0; SPSS 
Inc, Chicago, IL), and the level of significance was set at 
p<0.05 for all tests.

Results
A total of 45 prepubescent swimmers (15 in ERB, 15 

in DL, and 15 in C) were measured at the baseline. At the 
baseline, there were no significant differences between 
any of the physical characteristic variables (Table 2), 
thus, it was provided acceptable homogeneity among the 
groups.

Table 1. The training programs, according to the groups.

ERB training protocol Dry-land training protocol 
Wednesday

Sunday
Friday Sets x reps

Wednesday

Sunday
Friday Sets x reps

Shoulder flex Lateral raise Week 1 - 4 Ball Slams Front raise MB Week 1 - 4
Knee ext Minisquat 3 x 10 Jumping Squat 3 x 8 

Elbow flex Elbow kick back Week 5 - 8 Arm flex MB Dibs Week 5 - 8

Back ext Crunch 3 x 10 Sit-up V ups 3 x 10

Elbow ext Arm curl Week 9 - 12 Arm ext MB Push up Week 9 - 12
Shoulder abd Front raise 3 x 10 V push up V push up 3 x 12

Abbreviations: Abd: Abduction; Add: Adduction; Ext: Extension; Flex: Flexion; MB: Medicine ball (1 kg).
Table 2. The subject characteristics according to the groups.

Variables
ERB Dry-land Swimming 

Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys
Age (year) 10.7±0.4 9.8±0.6 9.6±0.5 9.6±0.8 10.1±0.9 10.2±0.9
Height (cm) (1) 146.86±7.8 144.75±5.65 140.22±9.39 142.33±7.52 / 142.67±11.86 146.22±8.88
Height (cm) (4) 151.7±2.93 147.68±5.59 143.84±7.53* 145.13 ±8.35* 145.23±10.47* 148.05±7.68*
Body mass (kg) (1) 45.5±10.06 40±8.28 38.3±9.51 35.8±5.63 38±10.48 36.1±5.57
Body mass (kg) (4) 47.08±8.37* 41.21±6.40* 39.26±8.43* 38.38±5.05* 38.40±9.25* 37.98±3.87*
Fat (%) (1) 12.15±5.28 11.10±6.86 12.58±5.23 11.28±5.9 13.15±6.08 8.57±5.08
Fat (%) (4) 11.99±5.19 10.99±6.4 12.6±5.03 11.11±5.23 13.05±5.95 8.55±5.08
FFM (kg) (1) 36.3±5.78 38.13±6.6 34.14±7.18 30.41±4.70 29.48±6.31 34.47±5.90
FFM (kg) (4) 38.22±5.06 38.91±5.27 35.97±5.88 31.90±3.00 30.55±4.67* 36.78±4.29*

*p<0.05; FFM: Free fat mass; *Pre-study measurement (1); *Post-study measurement (2).
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Figure 1 presents the changes of biceps, chest, waist, 

hip and thigh circumference values for all groups that 
were obtained through the study. The results showed 
that there was a statistically significant difference in 
biceps and chest circumference between the assessment 
times 1-3 and 1-4 for the ERB training group. Besides, 
a statistically significant difference was found in biceps 
circumference between 1-3 and 1-4 for DL training group. 
No differences were found for the other parameters. 

Figure 2 presents the change of results in-group 
throughout the study in VJ, FAS, UBS, speed, SHJ, 
flexibility, balance, AE, and FS score performance 
components for all groups. For the ERB and DL training 
groups, there was a statistically significant difference 
in SHJ, UBS, FAS, speed, and FS score among the 
assessment times 1-3 and 1-4. For the SG, a statistically 
significant difference was found in UBS, FAS, speed, FS 
score, SHJ between the assessment times 1 and 4. No 
statistically significant difference was found in balance, 
endurance and flexibility parameters of any assessment 
times during the study for all groups. 

Table 3 presents both the improvement of performance 
variables depending on each of the assessment time from 
the beginning of the training period (1) to the twelve- 
weeks of the training session (4) and the total change 
difference (TCD) as % among all groups. There was a 
significant difference in VJ performance in both the 
second and third measurement times between the DL and 
SG (p<0.001). In the fourth measurement, there was a 
significant difference in VJ performance in both ERB and 
DL versus SG (p<0.001). In TCD, there was no significant 
change between the ERB and DL training group, but the 
change difference was significant in ERB and DL training 
group comparing to the SG (p<0.05). In FAS performance 
change, there were significant differences in the second, 
third and fourth measurements, in both ERB and DL 
versus SG (p<0.001). In TCD, there was no significant 
change between the ERB and DL training group, but 
the change difference was significantly in ERB and DL 
training group comparing to the SG (p<0.05). In speed 
performance change, there was a significant difference in 
both the third and fourth measurement times between the 

Figure 1. The circumference variables according to the groups.
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*p<0.05; FAS: flexed-arm strength; FS: Freestyle; 
UBS: upper body strength; SHJ: Standing 
horizontal jump; VJ: Vertical jump

Figure 2. The motoric and freestyle score 
variables according to the groups.
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Table 3. The performance variables as based on the assessment times and total change difference.

Variables
TM ERBa Dry-landb Swimmingc p Post-Hoc p

M ± SD (median) M ± SD (median) M ± SD (median)

VJ (cm)

1 25.80±4.0 (27) 23.60±2.9 (23) 23.73±4.6 (24) - -
2 26.20±4.3 (27) 24.39±2.7 (23.7) 23.73±4.6 (24) 0.001 0.001 (b-c)
3 26.66±4.5 (27) 25.34±2.5 (25) 24.33±3.9 (24) 0.010 0.007 (b-c)

4 28.2±4.4 (29) 25.90±2.5 (25.8) 24.33±3.9 (24) 0.001
0.005 (a-c)

0.004 (b-c)
TCD 9.3% 9.4% 2.5% 0.001 a-c;b-c

FAS (s)

1 7.08±3.6 (6.4) 7.92±2.6 (7.8) 6.62±2.0 (6.4) - -

2 7.75±3.5 (7.1) 8.51±2.5 (8.1) 6.68±2.0 (6.5) 0.001
0.006 (a-c)

0.003 (b-c)

3 8.46±2.9 (8.1) 9.02±2.4 (8.5) 6.91±2.1 (6.7) 0.002
0.015 (a-c)

0.004 (b-c)

4 9.08±2.9 (9.1) 10.95±2.7 (10.7) 7.08±2.1 (7.2) <0.001
0.003 (a-c)

0.001 (b-c)
TCD 28.2 %  38.3% 6.9 % 0.001 a-c; b-c

Speed (s)

1 6.88±0.5 (6.1) 6.87±05 (6.7) 6.98±05 (6.9) - -
2 6.75±0.4 (6.1) 6.58±04 (6.4) 6.94±05 (6.9) 0.083 -
3 6.49±0.5 (5.8) 6.21±03 (5.9) 6.72±05 (6.6) 0.017 0.014 (b-c)

4 6.29±0.5 (5.6) 5.81±03 (5.7) 6.41±04 (6.2) 0.008
0.027 (a-b)

0.016 (b-c)
TCD 8.6% 15.4% 8.1% 0.008    a-b; b-c

UBS (m)

1 4.40±1.0 (4.5) 4.34±0.6 (4.5) 3.82±1.1 (4.1) - -

2 4.52±0.9 (4.5) 4.88±0.5 (4.9) 3.87±1.0 (4.1) 0.001
0.020 (a-c)

0.001 (b-c)

3 5.22±0.9 (5.2) 5.14±0.5 (5.2) 3.93±0.9 (4.2) <0.00
0.002 (a-c)

0.001 (b-c)

4 5.47±0.8 (5.7) 5.31±6.6 (5.2) 4.15±0.7 (4.2) 0.001
0.002 (a-c)

0.009 (b-c)
TCD 24.3% 22.4% 8.6% 0.001 a-c; b-c

SHJ (cm)

1 120.20±9.5 (121) 118.46±8.5 (120) 114.83±8.6 (118) - -
2 121.26±9.3 (124) 120.98±7.5 (123.7) 115.06±8.8 (119) 0.075 -
3 122.38±7.9 (125) 122.82±7.6 (124.5) 115.93±7.6 (120) 0.075 -
4 124.00±7.7 (125) 124.40±7.3 (125) 117.06±6.4 (120) 0.088 -

TCD 3.2% 5.0% 1.9% NS

Flexibility 
(cm)

1 20.66±6.1 (21) 20.20±4.4 (21) 18.93±4.3 (20) - -
2 21.00±6.0 (21) 20.46±3.8 (21) 18.93±4.3 (20) 0.173 -
3 21.40±5.4 (21) 20.33±3.8 (20) 18.93±4.3 (20) 0.079 -
4 21.93±5.3 (21) 20.33±3.8 (20) 18.93±4.3 (20) 0.068 -

TCD 6.1% 0.6% 0% NS

Endurance 
(min)

1 1266±271 (1300) 1320±221 (1300) 1006±116 (1000) - -
2 1293±234 (1300) 1326±212 (1300) 1020±108 (1000) 0.541 -
3 1306±221 (1300) 1346±195 (1300) 1040±91 (1100) 0.718 -
4 1333±191 (1300) 1366±183 (1300) 1073±103 (1100) 0.670 -

TCD 5.3% 3.5% 6.6%

Balance

1 10.86±5.9 (10) 13.20±4.7 (14) 10.46±4.7 (10) - -
2 10.86±4.7 (10) 12.86±4.1 (14) 10.46±4.7 (10) 0.563 -
3 10.66±3.8 (10) 12.93±3.7 (14) 10.46±4.7 (10) 0.589 -
4 10.06±3.5 (10) 12.93±3.7 (14) 11.00±4.7 (10) 0.159 -

TCD 7.4% 2.0% 5.0% NS

p<0.05; Abbrevations: cm: centimeter; m: meter; min: minute; NS: non-significant; s: second; TCD: Between 1st and 
4th measurement the total change difference. TM: times of measurement [(the beginning of the study (1), and 
after four (2), eight (3) and twelve- week of the training session (4)].
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DL and SG (p<0.001). Besides, there was a significant 
difference in the fourth measurement time between the 
ERB and DL (p<0.001). In TCD, there was a significant 
change both between the ERB and DL training group, 
and besides, the change difference was significantly in 
DL training group comparing to the swimming group 
(p<0.05). In UBS performance change, there was a 
significant difference between ERB and DL, and also DL 
and swimming in second measurement. In the third and 
fourth measurements, there was a significant difference in 
both ERB and DL versus SG (p<0.001). In TCD, there was 
no significant change between the ERB and DL training 
group, but the change difference was significantly in ERB 
and DL training group comparing to the SG (p<0.05). In 
other variables, there was no significant difference among 
the groups in any measurement times.

In FS performance change, there was a significant 
difference in both of ERB and DL training groups versus 
SG in all measurements except the first (p<0.001). In 
TCD, there was no significant change between the ERB 
and DL training group, but the change difference was 
significantly in ERB and DL training group comparing to 
the swimming group (p<0.05).

Discussion
The first purpose of the study is to compare the effects 

of 12- weeks of the dry-land training (ERB and DL) that 
are named as experimental and in-water training, named 
as swimming (SG). The main findings of the study showed 
that experimental groups had statistically significant 
increase in both VJ and SHJ performance conditions 
compared to the SG (Figure 2). Besides, it showed that 
all groups had statistically significant increases in speed, 
UBS, FAS, but the experimental groups accessed the 

improvements at the end of week 8 of the study, while the 
SG had the improvements at week 12 of the study (Figure 
2). However, no statistically significant improvements 
were observed in balance, endurance, and flexibility for all 
groups. But it was observed that flexibility was improved 
more relatively in ERB group compare the other groups 
(Figure 2, Table 3). Paralleled to these finding, biceps 
circumference statistically increased in experimental 
groups, while just chest circumference increased in ERB 
group (Figure 1). Improvement in FS score occurred after 
12 weeks of ERB and DL training groups with the rate of 
6.77 % and 6.32 % respectively compared to SG 1.6 %. 
Besides, it was seen statistically significant improvement 
for both of experiment group, but in ERB group the 
improvement was relatively more compared to DL 
group (Figure 2; Table 4). Some of the studies that used 
different training protocols in-water, Girold et al. [25] 
reported that combining swimming and dry-land strength 
or swimming and resisted and assisted sprint were more 
efficient than only the swimming program in increasing 
sprint performance in 50-meter front crawl swimming. 
The researchers observed that there were no differences 
between dry-land strength training and in-water resisted- 
and assisted-sprint training methods. Colado et al. [26], 
found that the training using aquatic devices in-water was 
as effective as training using ERB or weight machines 
to improve the physical capacity and body composition 
of postmenopausal women. In other studies, Breed and 
Young [27] stated that resistance training modes with 
free weight or machine improved leg power and jumping 
ability. Besides, the findings showed that improved 
jumping ability increased the vertical force components 
of on the grab, track and swing starts in swimming. 
According to the other study, Morais et al. [28] stated 

Table 4. The FS performance as based on the assessment times and total change difference.

Variable
ERBa Dry-landb Swimmingc

Post-Hoc

p 
M ± SD 
(median)

M ± SD 
(median)

M ± SD 
(median) p

FS Score

(s)

1 44.27±1.8 (44.1) 45.06±2.2 (45.4) 44.79±1.9 (45.2) - -

(a-c)

(b-c)

2 43.02±1.8 (42.8) 43.89±1.8 (44.2) 44.50±1.7 (45.2) 0.002
0.021 

0.002 

CD (1-2) 2.82 % 2.59 % 0.64 % 0.002
0.21 

0.002 

3 42.55±1.7 (41.2) 43.12±1.7 (43.5) 44.39±1.8 (45.1) <0.001
0.012 

0.001 

CD (1-3) 3.88 % 4.30 % 0.89 % 0.000
0.012 

0.001

4 41.27±1.4 (40.2) 42.21±1.6 (42.8) 44.07±1.7 (44.8) <0.001
0.001 

0.001 

TCD (1-4) 6.77 % 6.32 % 1.6 % 0.000
0.000 

0.000 

p<0.05; CD: Between measurement change differences; s: second; FS: Freestyle; TCD: Between 1st and 4th measurement 
the total change difference.
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that the swimmers with higher body dimensions achieved 
better performances in the squat jump, countermovement 
jump, throwing velocity tests. Amaro et al. [5], reported 
that 6 weeks of complementary dry-land training led to 
improvements on strength and explosive, after a 4-week 
adaptation period for the swimmers. The explosive 
actions such as starts and turns are highly important on 
swimming performance that related relative contribution 
of anaerobic pathways to power production. Therefore, 
the improving muscle strength seems to be crucial for 
enhancing competitive swimming performance, and will 
lead to an increased ability to produce propulsive force 
in the water. In particular, the upper-body strength, that 
leads to producing most of the propulsive forces and 
swimming velocity, is produced as a necessity [29]. The 
studies supporting this hypothesis, Muniz-Pardos et al. 
[30] reported that the strength of the upper limbs provides 
approximately 75% of the energy required for an efficient 
propulsive force during front crawl, while the lower body 
strength contributed to the propulsive forces in low to 
moderate ways, but it had a huge effect during the start 
and turn phases. Pérez-Olea et al. [31] reported that upper-
limb explosive strength was significantly correlated with 
the swimming performance, but there was no significant 
relationship between measures of lower-limb strength 
values and swimming performance. Sammoud et al. 
[32], reported that plyometric jump training together 
with the swimming training was more effective than 
just regular swimming training in improving jump and 
swimming performances. In another study, Andersen et 
al. [33], implemented full-body elastic resistance band 
program, before the regular handball training sessions. 
The researches [33], reported that the training improved 
explosive lower-limb performance, jump height, power 
output, and average velocity in the squat more than 
compared to the handball training alone. The literature 
and our findings confirm that engaged in the ERB or DL 
training program with a focus on gaining strength and 
power in particular upper body strength, has seemed like 
an important training part that should be added to the 
common swimming training schedule.

The second aim of the study was to assess the 
effectiveness of ERB and DL resistance trainings used 
and which one was (more) effective in enhancing the 
performance. The main findings of both training models 
showed similar level of improvements in performance 
components. But, DL training led to more improvements 
relatively in both FAS (38.3%) and speed (15.4%) 
performance in comparison with the ERB training regimen 
(FAS: 28.2 %; speed: 8.6%) at the end of the study. 
Besides, a statistically significant difference was found 
in speed performance between the ERB and DL training. 
However, no statistically significant improvements were 
seen in flexibility, balance and aerobic endurance during 
the study among both of training models (Table 3), 
but it was observed that flexibility was improved more 
relatively in ERB group (6.1%) compare the DL group 
(0.6%) (Figure 2, Table 3). A study finding that focused 
on what type of training was executed by swimmers 

according to their age groups reported that the age groups 
of ≤10 and 11-14 (years) spent 28%-40% on DL training, 
whereas the collegiate and master’s groups spent 21% and 
15%, respectively [34]. They stated that the ≤10 (years) 
age group spent less than 2 hours per week on dry-land 
training. Besides, Krabak et al. [34], stated that modes 
of training in younger swimmers (≤10 and 11-14 years) 
consisted of percent values with EBR: 7 %, body weight: 
40%, medicine ball: 4%; ERB: 11%, body weight: 10 %, 
medicine ball: 10 % respectively. The literature focusing 
on the effects of the different training methods, Özsu [35], 
found that ERB exercises increased hand-grip strength, 
but did not improve flexibility and agility performance. 
Therefore, Özsu [35], reported that 6-week elastic 
resistance band exercises could be helpful to increase 
the muscular fitness level of children in 8-9 age groups. 
Similarly, Şahin et al. [7] stated that elastic band training 
led to more improvements in static squat and vertical jump 
performance. They reported that ERB compared to the 
body weight was only developed better in pre-adolescents. 
Janusevicius et al. [17] found that resistance training with 
elastic band at high movement velocity improved sprint 
performance. Janusevicius et al. [17] suggest that also 
suggested that elastic band training at high movement 
velocity would increase the overall hamstring muscle 
power output more, compared to the heavy resistance 
training. In our study, DL training showed a significant 
improvement in speed performance compared to the ERB 
training (rate of 15.4% and 8.6% respectively) (Table 3). 
In other studies, Joy et al. found that variable resistance 
training with the use of elastic bands resulted in greater 
changes in the rate of power development than the SG. 
Moreover, the training led to greater increases in squat, 
bench press, and all jumping measurements. Batalha et 
al. [36] reported that the strength training with the elastic 
band may lead to help swimmers reduce the risk of injury 
by increasing shoulder rotator strength and preventing 
any shoulder muscle imbalances. Similarly, Mascarin et 
al. [37] showed that strength training using elastic bands 
before regular handball training was effective to improve 
muscle power in shoulder internal and external-rotator 
muscle performance. They reported that the training with 
elastic bands presented higher values in ball speed with 
standing and jumping throws. 

Based on the literature and our results, the findings 
support the use of the ERB / DL according to the training 
goals. Besides, a variety of training regimens versus only 
one way should be employed to augment strength and 
power. In fact, all the findings in studies in the literature 
and also ours support that any type of resistance training, 
not only just swimming, could be effective. It helps 
developing performance components to changeable rates 
based on the training aims. The findings suggest that each 
of the performance components should be included within 
the private training regimens that effected it directly. 

Conclusions
According to the findings, each of the training 

modalities may lead to focus on different performance 
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components. DL training provided more improvements 
the variables, including VJ, UBS, speed, FAS, SHJ 
compared to both of ERB and SG. ERB training also 
occurred more improvement in flexibility and balance 
according to the other groups, but swimming training 
was only effective on endurance performance. Besides, 
the findings showed also that ERB training provided 
relatively more improvement on swimming performance 
than the other groups. Based on the finding, it may be 

said that as the reason for the improvement of swimming 
performance, it caused elastic band movements that used 
in ERB training stem from the similar to the techniques 
used in swimming. 
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